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Star Texts: The Next Generation
Since Caxton began printing English versions of key literary works in the fifteenth century, publishers
have been editing and repackaging content for new readers and new markets. These core interventions
between author and reader have helped shape the literary canon, and, moreover, scholarly editions of
these works have added further paratextual apparatus to help mediate the relationship between text and
student in carefully curated ways.
In today’s publishing world, this curation can push the boundaries of paratextual visibility even further:
book apps harness all kinds of materials together that could not appear in a conventionally published
volume, and e-readers allow us to view texts, to consume them, in transliteral ways not possible
before. How does this affect our ability to “read” a text? What choices are publishers making to offer
us “star texts” via app platforms, and will this affect the canon of the future? Are these choices affecting
shifts in core text choices on literary studies programmes, or are there other “star texts” emerging whose
status rests on more traditional publishing stories?
This paper will explore this brave new world of publishing and its current and potential impact on
teaching and learning: seeking out new readers and new reading contexts, and boldly going where no
texts have been able to go before, how are publishers editing and packaging content in ways that can
benefit teaching of post-millennial literature?
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